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I am very glad that my old

education of women is very much

College has grown so big. It has

cared for in the state. An educated

encroached upon the premises of the

girl is an educated mother, whereas

Jail. The space allotted to prisons is

educated

growing less and less and the space

boys. The education given to them is

allotted to education is increasing

ultimately given up to some employer

more and more. It gives me very great

or some Government Department. An

joy to be in these premises if only for

educated girl becomes a member of a

a few minutes. It delights me to see

small school in her own home. The

so many sisters gathered here. I hope

education we give to girls is a much

they are not just mere relations of the

better investment than the education

boys but are themselves products of

we give to boys.

collegiate

education

boys

are

just

educated

somewhere.

Young men who have received

Women’s education had not advanced

education should make it their way to

very much in my time. But Mysore

devote some time to the education of

had taken many steps in advance of

their children. Men are very loyal and

the rest of the country. You are now

well behaved in office, but they lose

in the happy position of claiming that

their

temper

and

quarrel

with
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everybody when they go home. If you

from all including students. Let me

wish your education to beat fruit, you

give you this parting thought. Now

must consider it a religious duty to

that India is free now that Mysore is a

bring up your children, to some

part

extent relieving the labour of the

should be no more strikes in schools,

school

colleges or anywhere. Do not go on

master.

By

your

self,

children

teaching
you

your

will

be

of

strike.

the

Indian

Solve

Union,

everything

there

by

learning a little more. When you

persuasion. We cannot afford to lose

begin to teach somebody, you learn

time.

great deal more yourself. Do not

We must work all the time and

entrust education of your children

the man who indulges in strike is a

entirely to teachers.

traitor to the cause of the country.

It gives me greater pleasure to

From now on everybody must do his

see you all than it gives you to see

work and produce something for the

me.

human

common good of the country. May

affection more and more. Nothing will

this college premises is in the some

save

a

grow more and more bring credit to

affection. I hope you will all cultivate

the teachers and boys attached to the

it and not consider it irrelevant to

college. As for the girls do not get too

intellectual

you

proud of because of what I have said.

develop human affection, our country

Do not neglect the duties of the family

is not going to be happy. You may

to which you belong, one half of the

learn a lot of geology, biology or

work in the state is done my Mothers

chemistry but try to protect the art of

and Sisters in the family. Unless you

loving one another. Then everything

look

will be all right to the family and in

children will not become good citizens

the world. I do not know when I can

and India will grow not better but

come once again to your place. I tell

worse. Therefore women are doing the

you it is more important to pay

more

respect to office than to individual.

Mysore will grow great only if you all

Democracy

work.

I

see

the

the

world

need

for

except

progress.

demands

human

Unless

co-operation

after

the

difficult

family

part

of

properly,

the

work.

